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COBRA TAPS INDUSTRY EXPERT TO LEAD TECH DIVISION
Cobra’s force continues to grow with the addition of an experienced industry leader as its new
EVP of Sales and Managing Director of CobrATX
AUSTIN, TX– Cobra Legal Solutions, a leading global provider of technology
and legal support services, proudly welcomes Doug Kaminski as the
company's Executive Vice President of Sales and Managing Director of
CobrATX, Cobra Legal Solutions’ technology division.
With over 20 years of experience in the legal industry spanning four
continents, Mr. Kaminski specializes in helping organizations of all types
and sizes understand and implement processes and technologies to enable
complex legal workflows and generate maximum quality, predictability, scale, cost reduction,
and ROI. A frequent speaker and published author, Mr. Kaminski brings to the Cobra team deep
experience in the legal technology and services industry, having held leadership positions at
Relativity, Symantec, Clearwell Systems, Wolters Kluwer, LexisNexis, and Huron Consulting
Group (now Consilio).
“As Cobra’s clients’ needs expand, so must service offerings and proficiencies,” Said Cobra’s
CEO, Candice Corby. “With the addition of Doug and his industry expertise, Cobra is poised to
deliver on the challenges of tomorrow, creating limitless value for our clients.” “It is a pleasure
to welcome Doug to the team.”
The combination of Doug’s industry knowledge and experience with Cobra’s award-winning
technologies and exceptional team will provide clients with industry-leading support in legal
operations, eDiscovery and information governance, process automation, and outsourcing.
####
About Cobra
Cobra Legal Solutions
Cobra empowers corporations and law firms by providing experienced and highly-skilled
professionals, ISO certified processes, and industry-leading technologies to revolutionize the
delivery of legal, information, and technology management services and support strategies.
Decades of expertise in litigation, technology and information management services equips
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Cobra with the unique ability to propose agile and strategic solutions that respond to client’s
current requirements and foresee future challenges.
CobrATX
Utilizing the industry’s leading eDiscovery technologies, ISO certified processes, and equipped
with three data centers world-wide, Cobra delivers innovative, efficient, and agile solutions to
help clients manage all of their eDiscovery and case management needs consistently and costeffectively. Developed to complement Cobra’s industry-leading legal support services, CobrATX
offers a power-packed suite of technology solutions including world-class litigation solutions,
multi-system integration and application development tailored to clients’ specific needs, and
transparency through CobraPulse®, Cobra’s proprietary SaaS technology delivering real-time
metrics in a centralized, customizable dashboard.
More information is available at www.cobralegalsolutions.com | www.cobratx.com.
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